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ABSTRACT:
In the event that an individual typically turns out to be (nonsensically) on edge in social circumstances, however appears to be better when they are distant from everyone else, at that point "social nervousness" might be the issue. Social nervousness issue (in the past named "social fear") is a considerably more typical issue than past assessments have persuaded. A great many individuals everywhere throughout the world experience the ill effects of this overwhelming and horrible condition each day, either from a particular social uneasiness or from a progressively summed up social tension.
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INTRODUCTION
On the off chance that an individual normally turns out to be (unreasonably) restless in social circumstances, yet appears to be better when they are distant from everyone else, at that point "social nervousness" might be the issue. Social nervousness issue (some time ago named "social fear") is a significantly more typical issue than past evaluations have persuaded. A large number of individuals everywhere throughout the world experience the ill effects of this staggering and horrible condition each day, either from a particular social uneasiness or from a progressively summed up social tension.

ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE FAMILY AND SOCIETY
Women are the pioneers of nation. Indian culture appendes extraordinary significance to ladies, including half of total populace. As per a report of secretary general of United Nations, ladies establish half of HR, the best human asset next just to man having extraordinary possibility. Ladies are the way to maintainable advancement and personal satisfaction in the family. The assortments of job the ladies accept in the family are those of spouse, pioneer, director, chief of family salary and last yet not the least significant the mother.

1. as a spouse:
Lady is man's assistant, accomplice and companion. She forfeits her own pleasure and desire, sets standard of ethical quality, alleviates anxiety, pressure of spouse, keeps up harmony and request in the family unit. In this way she makes important condition for her male accomplice to ponder the monetary upliftment of family. She is the wellspring of motivation to man for high Endeavor and worth accomplishments throughout everyday life. She remains by him in every one of the emergencies just as she imparts to him all victories and accomplishments. She is the individual to whom he turns for affection, compassion, getting, solace and acknowledgment. She is the image of immaculateness,
unwaveringness and accommodation and dedication to her better half.

2. as an Administrator and Leader of the Household:
   A well-requested restrained family unit is basic to typical family life. The lady in the family expect this capacity. She is the CEO of a venture. She does out obligations among relatives as per their advantage and capacities and gives assets in-term of gear and materials to achieve the activity.

   She assumes a key job in the arrangement and serving of dinners, choice and care of dress, washing, outfitting and support of the house. As a chairman, she composes different social capacities in the family for social advancement. She additionally goes about as an executive of diversion. She designs different recreational exercises to address the issues of youthful and old individuals from the family.

3. as a Manager of Family Income:
   Lady goes about as the unassuming supervisor of the family pay. It is her duty to verify greatest come back from each pye spent. She generally likes to set up a surplus spending plan rather than a shortfall spending plan. She is extremely computing misfortune and increase while burning through cash. She conveys wisely the salary on various heads, for example, necessities, solaces and extravagances. The lady in the family likewise adds to the family salary through her own acquiring inside or outside the home. She has positive commitment to the family pay by the work. She herself performs in the home and uses squander items for gainful purposes.

4. As a Mother:
   The entire weight of tyke bearing and larger piece of kid raising undertakings are done by the lady in the family. She is basically in charge of the youngster’s propensity for poise, deliberateness, enterprising nature, robbery or trustworthiness. Her contacts with the tyke during the most developmental time of his advancement sets up his standard of conduct. She is in this manner in charge of the upkeep of most extreme order in the family.

   She is the principal educator of the tyke. She transmits social legacy to the kid. It is from mother that the tyke learns the laws of the race, the way of men, moral code and goals. The mother, as a result of her cozy and continued contact with the tyke, she can find and support tyke’s unique qualities aptitudes and frames of mind which therefore assume a key job in the molding of his character.

   As a mother she is the family wellbeing officer. She is especially worried about the physical prosperity of each individual from the family, the defenseless newborn child, the wiped out kid, the juvenile youth, senescent parent. She sorts out the home and its exercises in such a way thus, that every individual from the family has appropriate sustenance, satisfactory rest and adequate entertainment. She made the home a position of very agreeable and fitting setting for the youngsters through her ability. Additionally, she develops taste in inside plan and game plan, so the home turns into an enticing, tranquil and chipper spot.

   The mother is the focal character of the home and the family circle. Every one of the individuals go to her for compassion, comprehension and acknowledgment. Lady dedicates her time, work and thought for the welfare of the individuals from the family. For the solidarity of interfacing characters, man gives the sanctuary lady gives the functions and the atmosphere. The lady plays out the job of spouse, accomplice, coordinator, head, chief, re-maker, disburser, financial analyst, mother, taskmaster, instructor, wellbeing officer, craftsman and ruler in the family in the meantime. Aside from it, lady assumes a key job in the financial advancement of the general public.

   Present day instruction and current financial life use to force lady increasingly more to leave the limited circle of the family circle and work one next to the other for the enhancement of society. She can be individual from any ladies’ association and can dispatch different projects like proficiency program, for example, grown-up instruction, training for burdened young ladies and so on.

   The reason for acquainting such proficiency program is with raise the general public as training empowers ladies to react to circumstances, to challenge their conventional jobs and to change their life conditions. Training is the most significant instrument for human asset advancement.
Ladies are the way to supportable advancement and personal satisfaction. So they ought to be individuals from network focus or club to spread information about handiwork, cabin ventures, sustenance conservation and minimal effort nutritious eating regimen to individuals having a place low financial status for their monetary upliftment. They should go about as pioneers of the general public to raise voice against ladies brutality, misuse in family unit just as in work place, share restriction superstition and other social outrages.

They ought to be individual from religious organization to convey profound discourse to immature young men and young ladies so as to wipe out adolescent misconduct issue from the general public. What's more they have crucial job in pre and post conjugal directing for pre-adult young lady with respect to sexual transmitted ailment. Helps and different irresistible sicknesses. They should make mindfulness about Human rights, ladies and youngster rights, credit office of bank, distinctive inoculation projects to low financial status individuals of the general public.

Additionally the ladies have continued the development of society and formed the fate of countries. In the rising complex social situation, ladies have a fundamental task to carry out in various parts. They can never again be considered as minor harbingers of harmony yet are developing as the wellspring of intensity and image of advancement.

Social uneasiness is the dread of being judged and assessed contrarily by other individuals, prompting sentiments of deficiency, inadequacy, reluctance, shame, mortification, and discouragement.

Why are India's housewives killing themselves
More than 20,000 housewives took their lives in India in 2014. This was the year when 5,650 farmers killed themselves in the country.

So the number of suicides by housewives was about four times those by farmers. They also comprised 47% of the total female victims.

Yet the high number of homemakers killing themselves doesn't make front page news in the way farmer suicides do, year after year.

In fact, more than 20,000 housewives have been killing themselves in India every year since 1997, the earliest year for which we have information compiled by the National Crime Records Bureau based on occupation of the victim. In 2009, the grim statistic peaked at 25,092 deaths.

Forget raw numbers.

The rate of housewives taking their lives - more than 11 per 100,000 people - has been consistently higher than India's overall suicide rate since 1997. It dropped to 9.3 in 2014, yet suicide rate for housewives was more than twice those for farmers that year.

LITTLE ATTENTION

Suicide rates of housewives vary from state to state.

In 2011, for example, their rates - more than 20 per 100,000 people - were higher in states like Maharashtra, Pondicherry, Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh, Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Goa, West Bengal and Gujarat. Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar showed lower suicide rates.

Peter Mayer, who teaches politics at the University of Adelaide and has spent much time studying the sociology of suicide in India, wonders why suicide rates of housewives in India is so high, and why it gets so little attention in the media.

After all, as Mr. Mayer says, research in western societies suggests that "marriage confers protection from suicide to married women".

Therefore, married people are less likely to kill themselves - studies have found suicide rates for married people in the US and Australia, for example, are lower than others in the same age group.

India, clearly, is an outlier.

Nearly 70% of people who took their lives in 2001, for example, were married - 70.6% of the men and 67% of the women. women do not get much coverage in the media
A study published in the medical journal The Lancet in 2012 found that the suicide rate in Indian women aged 15 years or older is more than two and a half times greater than it is in women of the same age in high-income countries, and nearly as high as in China.

Married women are part of the cohort. Mr Mayer, author of Suicide and Society in India, and co-researcher Della Steen, found that the "risk of suicide is, on the whole, highest in what are probably the first or second decades of marriage, that is, for those aged between 30 and 45".

"We found that female literacy, the level of exposure to the media and smaller family size, all perhaps indicators of female empowerment, were correlated with higher suicide rates for women in these age groups."

Also, the researchers say that suicide rates among housewives are lowest in the most "traditional" states, where family sizes are big and extended families are common. Rates are higher in states where households are closer to nuclear families - Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala. (Dowry-related deaths are treated as murders.)

'Changing expectations'

Mr. Mayer told me that he believed the high rate of housewife suicides was linked to the "nature of the social transformation in the nature of the family, which is occurring in India".

"I suggest that a central explanatory factor is the importance of changing expectations concerning social roles, especially in marriage," he says.

There are conflicts with spouses and parents, and "relations between poorly educated mothers-in-law and better-educated, insubordinate daughters-in-law" are a source of tension.

An educated daughter-in-law was more likely to "forge a strong alliance with her husband and persuade him to break off from his parents and set up a nuclear family on their own", according to one study by Joanne Moller.

Dr. Vikram Patel, a leading Goa-based psychiatrist and professor at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, who co-authored the Lancet study, tells me that the high rate of housewife suicides in India can be attributed to a double whammy of "gender and discrimination".

"Many women face arranged marriages by force. They have dreams and aspirations, but they often do not get supportive spouses. Sometimes their parents don't support them either. They are trapped in a difficult system and social milieu," he says.

"The resulting lack of romantic, trusting and affectionate relationship with your spouse can lead to such tragedies."

Making things worse is the lack of counsellors and medical facilities for patients of depression. Then there's the social stigma associated with "mental illness".

Next big question: why does the media ignore the rising rate of suicides among married women, when, say, farmer suicides, rightly, gets a lot of attention?

'Harassment for dowry'

Mr. Mayer says on the "relatively rare occasion when the Indian media do cover the suicides of married women it is almost always framed in terms of mistreatment by in-laws and harassment for dowry". That is clearly only a part of the story.

Kalpana Sharma, a researcher and journalist, says the lack of coverage has to largely do with the "invisibility of gender" in the Indian media.

"This, in some ways, is worse than misogyny. There is a lack of engagement with issues relating to women, and the media is not even aware of the problem," she says.

The story of India's "desperate housewives", as Mr Mayer describes them, needs to be urgently researched and told.

**Symptoms:**

**Emotions/feelings:**

- Low mood often upset, tearful, irritable, less patient than usual, demotivated, angry, expresses feelings of hopelessness and helplessness.
Physical and cognitive symptoms:
Poor concentration, poor memory, increase or decrease in appetite, lethargic/lacking in energy, sleeping too much or too little

Thoughts:
She often says or thinks things like "No one cares for me", "I'm a waste of space''. "I'm no good'', "I'm a failure', "It is pointless to do anything.''

Behavior patterns:
Spending more and more time alone, staying in bed longer than usual, keeping to herself, stopped doing the things she enjoyed, weeping often
This is not a formal test to diagnose depression but if your wife/mother/friend/sister has experienced more than 50% of the symptoms above, it is possible that she is suffering from some form of clinical depression.

How you can help:
Really talk to her:
Ask her how she is feeling, if she's happy. Gently ask her if she’d like to try to do something new with her life. It's important not to be pushy. Just open up a space for dialogue. If she seems to be experiencing serious depression, encourage her to seek professional help. She may need assistance in navigating her feelings and charting out a new path.

Take care of her:
She isn't a machine who exists to serve everyone else. Her role goes beyond that. Make it a point to ask her to sit back and relax while you make her a cup of tea or a snack. If she is depressed, her self-care may have plummeted to negligible levels. In such a case, help her to eat well, sleep on time and be physically active.

Help her address her intellectual needs:
Let's face it, many homemakers do not have the time to flex their intellectual muscles. Yes they do a lot of accounting and management but they rarely get the chance to engage at a deeper level with intellectual subjects. Make sure she has access to books, puzzles and other stimulating activities. Encourage her to write a blog or start a social media page based on her interests. If she expresses an interest in working for payment, encourage her and support her.

Try and keep her involved with achievement-oriented activities:
Ask her to maintain a log of what she did the whole day; and ask her to evaluate herself at the end of entire day. This is a great key to keep track of her progress which she can do herself. The tasks here could be acquiring a new skill or a language (Duolingo is fun!) or even learning to drive a car.

Don't let negative thoughts consume her:
Help her socialize with people who motivate her. Help her avoid labelling herself ("I am so stupid"; "I am such a loser"). The latter can be achieved by complimenting her often and telling her how important and valuable she is, with specific examples.

Practice relaxation techniques:
Yoga, contemplation, profound breathing or dynamic muscle unwinding are on the whole approaches to achieve a more quiet perspective.
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